
Year Two: Autumn term curriculum - Incorporating photography 

 
 See notes for Year One regarding sessions’ numbers of pupils and SD cards.  

 
ELECTRICITY and THE USE OF LIGHT - Combining Science and Art  

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVE:  

 To develop the creative learning process through painting with light as an alternative to 
other two-dimensional media. 

 To gain an understanding of how light is diffused as it travels through glass objects.   

 To allow the children to use long exposure photographic techniques. 

 To develop co-operation within the groups of pairs and a command of clear instruction. 

 To gain accurate data recording experience correlated with photographic results. 

 To provide an understanding of the diminishing strength of a light source over distance. 
 

MAIN TEACHING:  
Session One: Painting with light. Requires one torch between two, A4 sheets of cardboard, A6 sheets of 

coloured acetate, a selection of glass jars or vases and the use of a darkened room. 
 Children to create cardboard cones and select varying coloured acetate sheets, both of which 

made to fit over torch lenses.  
 Using “long exposure photography” techniques, children to work in pairs and create light 

trails through varying numbers of glass jars/vases; with one child using the torch whilst the 
other takes the photograph. Every child has the opportunity of being the photographer and 
“torch-operator”. 

 Using the same technique, children to create painted light shapes emanating from a variety 
of glass jars/vases. 
 

Session Two: Flash fall-off. Requires the use of a darkened room with plenty of depth (ideally the school hall). 

 Using “flash photography” techniques, children to work in pairs taking photographs of each 
other at varying distances. 

 After each shot, they measure and the distance from camera to “subject” person. 
 As the distance increases, they will note the diminishing effectiveness of the camera’s flash.   

 
 

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHY – Combining Art and History 
 
LEARNING OBJECTIVE:  

 To observe the dynamics of ever changing skylines within the local area. 

 To create a photographic record of a local skyline for posterity. 

 To apply lateral creativity and “artistic licence” to an existing design structure.   
 

MAIN TEACHING:  
Session One: Requires local knowledge and research to locate an interesting industrial skyline within easy 

commuting distance of the school.  
 Children to be taken to a vantage location and take photographs of a local skyline using 

“landscape photography” techniques.  
 

Session Two: Requires the photographs from session one to have been printed out on A3 paper. Also A3 sheets 

of black/dark grey cardboard and swatches of coloured acetate.  
 Children to trace the skyline from the printed photographs and transfer that image on to A3 

sheets black/dark grey cardboard. Then cut out to shape along the top of the skyline.  
 They then cut apertures into the card below the skyline to create windows and affix coloured 

acetate to the reverse side. 
 Using “silhouette photography” techniques, the children take pictures of their cut-outs with 

the light streaming through their “windows”. 
 


